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The Vemco Group brand guidelines are in place to ensure consisten-
cy across the entire organization. The overall purpose is to ensure our 
brand is communicated correctly and presented consistently and 
recognizably to our audience.

It is important that all employees adhere to the following brand 
guidelines, to make sure we can promote a unique brand identity 
across all our print and electronic media communications that sepa-
rates us from competitors. Our utmost goal is to remain memorable 
in the minds of our audience and customers.
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Our Vision

Our Mission
To provide our customers with intelligent customer behavior data that 
enables them to make fact-based decisions that help improve busi-
ness performance and add value.

To be the preferred supplier in data analytics surrounding customer 
behavior across the globe.

Vemco Group is a world-leading data analytics software company, specializing in 
footfall data, customer behavior, and business optimization since 2005. 
Since the founding of our data analytics and people counting solution, we have 
strived to meet the everyday needs and demands of our many customers, help-
ing them optimize their business operations, enhance the customer experience, 
and maximiprofits.
With our HQ based in Denmark and local support and sales teams in the UAE, 
Brazil, Sweden, Canada, KSA, Germany and Australia, the company consists of a 
highly professional team of experts ready to serve a global clientele in close col-
laboration with our customers and partners, who help us adapt, reinvent, and 
evolve the ways we operate and provide innovative data solutions.

Who We Are
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Our Values

Our Values & Strengths

Our Strengths

    Collaboration 

     Integrity       

      Innovation    

     Customer Centricity   

Diversity    

· Employing the best and most innovative sensor technology

· At least 98% accuracy in all data collection

· Collaboration with valued partners across 95+ countries

· Serving over a 1,000 businesses and brands across the globe

· An in-house-developed software, taking people counting above and beyond 
through detailed data analytics.
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Do Not

Our Tone
Acceptable and non-acceptable phrases, tone of voice, call to actions, and more:
 
Make sure you always include company name somewhere in the beginning of a company description paragraph. Example: "With more 
than 18 years of experience, Vemco Group is a world-leading data analytics software company, specializing in footfall data, customer be-
havior, and business optimization." 
 
Tone-of-voice can change according to the platform. For instance, SoMe posts are allowed to be more casual, creative, and inspirational, 
whereas sales material, website, and more needs to keep a certain amount of factuality and professionality. Call-to-actions must be used 
frequently on website and SoMe. An example of an accepted call-to-action could be “If you are interested in learning more about Vemco 
Group and our solutions, do not hesitate to contact us at....” We use American English as a standard form of writing due to its interna-
tional influence. Be aware of the local variants when writing. For instance, behavior instead of behaviour, analyze instead of analyse, 
color instead of colour, and more

- Lie about accomplishments, products, services, or anything else we do not provide or have not achieved.

- Do not use slang words or contractions, such as it’s don’t, wasn’t, doesn’t, etc., for sales or formal documents. Slang is only allowed 
on SoMe or website.

- Minimize the use of exclamation marks unless you are writing a greeting, such as “Merry Christmas!”
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The Vemco logo is set in Montserrat font. The horizontal logo is the primary 
logo and should be used in most instances with tagline. For social media 
we can use the logo without tagline.
The stacked logo is for rare usage and should be avoided at small sizes, as 
it can become illegible.
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Primary Logo 

Primary Logo 
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LOGO CLEAR SPACE 
& Minimum Size

These are the primary logos for all brand commu-
nications, and it is essential that the logo is 
always applied with care.

To ensure the prominence and legibility of the 
logo, always surround it with a field of clear space. 
Clear space isolates the logo from competing 
graphic elements such as text or photography 
that may divert attention from the logo.

The Logo should always have a minimum of x 
where x is equal to the height of the wordmark as 
shown. No other graphic elements, typography, 
rules, or images should appear inside this clear 
space.

Minimum size refers to the smallest dimensions 
allowed for Vemco Group logo. It should not be 
used below the minimum size of 25mm for print 
and 125px for digital.

25mm125px

 32x32 px
 App Icon

Minimum Size_ on Screen Minimum Size_ for printing

X

S T A F F

 Logo Placement on any design
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LOGO
COLORS

Our color palette has two sets: primary and second-
ary, each with its own mix of colors. Lean heavily on 
the primary Vemco blue, but use supporting sets to 
build color schemes that are complementary and 
balanced.

Dark backgrounds: Use the inverted logo.
Light backgrounds: Use the regular logo with blue, 
black, and grey tagline. Or use the entirely blue ver-
sion of the logo.

Ensure that all logo colors are visible and clear on 
both dark and light backgrounds.

Gold and Silver color logo may be used when print-
ing the Logo with deboss, emboss, or gold foil on 
certificates, invites and merch.

For the Module logos, there are three variations in 
each. On white backgrounds each logo can be used 
with its respective color with white or grey tagline. 
Reverse logo to be always used with module color 
shade in white fonts and white tagline.

Gradation to lighter shades can be attempted in 
collaterals for module presentations, brochures and 
social media usage.

Note: Always use the logo files provided. Do not 
re-create.
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Do not squeeze or stretch the logo.

Do not change the space between the logo and tagline Do not Shear the logo

Do not change the font .

Do not squeeze or stretch the seal.

Do not add any effects to the logo.

vemco group
Data Analytics, Insights & Actions

LOGO
MISUSES

To avoid inconsistent reproduction, use
the Logo artwork provided.

- Do not recreate any aspect of the Logo.
- Do not resize or change the position of the Logo.
- Do not stretch the Logo towards any direction or 

rotate in any way.
- Do not change the colors even if they look similar. 
- Use the official color specifications detailed in the 

guideline.
- Under no circumstance should the Logo be 

changed.
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Do not place the Primary blue logo on a blue or 
dark background

Do not Shear the logo

Do not place the logo on an image with many details.
Enough blank space should be left for the logo

Choose the Inverted logo on the blue or dark background
with leaving enough empty space for the logo on the image

Choose the Primary logo on the white or light background
with leaving enough empty space for the logo on the image
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LOGO
in image 

To maintain the clarity and visibility, use the Logo 
artwork provided.

- Choose the Primary logo on a white or light 
background, leaving enough clearspace for the 
logo on the image to remain legible at all times. 

- Choose the Inverted logo on the blue or dark 
background.

- Do not place the Primary blue logo on a blue or  
dark background.

- Do not place the logo on an image with many 
details.

- Enough blank space should be left for the logo.
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ENGLISH
TYPEFACE

Consistent use of typography helps to make the 
brand identity strong and cohesive across all ap-
plications. The typeface Montserrat was selected 
to complement the voice and tone of Vemco. This 
typeface is a web safe font with flexibility built in 
― there are 15 styles within this font family.

Montserrat font can also be used in Portuguese, 
Swedish and Danish.
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Arabic
TYPEFACE

Expo Arabic is the Arabic font that would be used 
in all communications.
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PRIMARY COLOR PALETTE

Our color palette has two sets: primary and secondary, 
each with its own mix of colors. Lean heavily on the 
primary Vemco blue, but use supporting sets to build 
color schemes that are complementary and balanced.

Kindly use light backgrounds when having the  full 
blue logo, or   the logo with white & black text on blue 
box with grey tagline.
And white fonts to be used with white box logo on 
blue or dark background 

Gold and Silver color logo may be used when printing 
the Logo with deboss, emboss, or gold foil on certifi-
cates, invites and merch.

For the Module logos, there are three variations in 
each. On white backgrounds each logo can be used 
with its respective color with blue tagline. 
Reverse logo to be always used with module color 
with white fonts and white tagline.

Gradation to lighter shades can be attempted in col-
laterals for module presentations, brochures and 
social media usage.

Note: Always use the logo files provided. Do not re-cre-
ate.

C00 M00 Y00 K70

R109 G110 B113
#6D6E71

#DCDBDB

C100 M80 Y30 K20
Classic Blue Black Gray

R18 G63 B109

#123F6D

#123F6D

PANTONE: 4154C

PANTONE: CMYK C 108-8 C
PANTONE P 179-16 U  PANTONE P 169-13 U

Secondary Brand Colors

Primary Brand Colors

C00 M00 Y00 K100

R35 G31 B32
#231F20

#231F20

#E0F3F9

Peach Orange
04.

O
cean Blue 

05

Dark Blue
01.
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Grey

02

03

#20BAE8
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#2169B3

#EE3F75
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Thank you

For any brand related queries contact art@vemcogroup.com


